NCPPC Component 2
Night Owls with Cornell Cooperative Extension
Babysitter’s Training

 Participant Arrival Procedure: (masks worn
throughout this procedure) 8:00PM

 *Participants should park in same place they did last
Friday, educators will be present to help direct families

 1. After family parks educator hands them COVID

4-H Night Owls

questionnaire (families fill out listing all family
members on paper and sign) *If any member of the
family member responds yes to any of the above
questions they will not be able to attend
programming

 2. Fill out remaining missing paperwork if any
 3. Educator asks each family member to sanitize their
hands

 4. Educator will sign in families’ then direct participants
to maintain social distancing

Group 1
Campfire
*Familieswilldisperseat benchlocations
aroundcampfire/maskswillbe worn.
1. MakingBananaBoats:(20min)
2. Coverflashlightswithredcellophane:
ask why we are doing this to our
flashlights. Bonus points if they can
remember the photo pigment in our
eyes that allows us to see better at night.



Group 2: Coat of Arms and Game



Icebreaker: Draw your Coat of Arms (15 min)



*Masks not needed



Families will work together to design their own coat of arms that represents them. If they
feel comfortable, share with the group to tell us what each image means to them.



Materials Needed: Cardstock and coloring pencils



Mapping the constellations: Use each family as a group for this activity (15 min)



*mask required, please have participants sanitize hands



Each family will have a sheet of paper showing the stars of the big dipper and little dipper.



Ask Family’s to work together to create the big dipper (7 participants for each of the 7
stars) by each of them representing a star in the constellation. Using long piece of string
(6ft) one person will hold one end of the string and the next “star in line” the other end of
the string.



Explain to families that they can find the North Star by following the last two stars on the
end of the big dipper which create a line that points to the North Star. Have the two
participants in these positions reach their arms out to point where the North Star should be.
Ask another participant to stand there.



This is the starting position for the little dipper. In the same way that they made the big
dipper ask participants to make the little dipper constellation

GROUP 1

Break:
Restroom break and sunset break.
Participants will be allowed one at a
time to the bathroom (Families can be
allowed to use the bathroom at the
same time) to wash hands and use the
facilities.



Group 1: Locating the Big Dipper and Little Dipper (23min)



*Masks not needed



Have families get comfortable. The educator will have a laser pointer to point to the constellations we are identifying (Big
Dipper and Little Dipper/ North Star)



Ask participants if they know which way is north? If you didn’t know already how could you find north? The North Star. But
how do we find the North Star.



You can ask participants if anyone can find the big dipper. Then the educator will point out the constellation with their Laser
Pointer.



Next ask participants if they remember how to find the North Star using the Big Dipper. Reminder: it is the last two stars in the
cup of the big dipper that point to the North Star.



Show participants the stars in the little dipper. Explain that the little dipper means the little or lesser bear in Latin.



Finally demonstrate with the laser pointer how the little dipper appears to pour into the big dipper.

GROUP 2


Telescopes (23min)



*mask needed when participants come up to use telescope. Telescope sanitized in
between uses



Allow participants to observe the night sky. We will have a pair of binoculars to use for
each family while they wait.



Allow participants to come up to the telescope one family at a time to observe the
NEOWISE comet if possible. If not they can view any star we can find through the
telescope.



Neowise is a comet traveling close enough to earth for us to see it.



*Have sanitizing spray and paper towels on hand to sanitize the telescope in between each
family using it!

NCPPC Presents

American Red Cross
Babysitting Certification
Training

Opportunity
• 92 Youth Enrolled
• 3 Counties
• 5 Courses

Supplies

 Notebook & Pen
 Construction Paper & Markers
 Babysitting Workbook with activity sheets
 Supplies to make a fun snack

Activities

Tools

